VPI Raps W&M;
CNC Netmen Roll

William and Mary’s No. 1 tennis player, Mark Abrams, won a major match from Jim Milley Tuesday, but homestanding Virginia Tech swept everything else in trouncing the Tribe 8-1. Christopher Newport thumped Virginia Wesleyan 8-1 as the Captains hiked their record to 9-1 in winning their ninth straight and 23rd Division III decision in a row.

The Captains visit North Carolina Wesleyan Thursday and a victory there would probably mean the Dixie crown. CNC is 5-0 in Dixie play.

VIRGINIA TECH 8, W&M 1
SINGLES — Abrams (W&M) def Milley 7-5, 0-6, 6-3; Thomas (VPI) def Smith 2-6, 6-3, 7-6 (5-4); Webb (VPI) def Galloway 4-6, 6-3, 7-6 (5-4); Hood (VPI) def Rutledge 6-1, 6-2; Sutcliffe (VPI) def Keith 6-2, 6-3; Toomey (VPI) def Mann 6-1, 6-2. DOUBLES — Milley-Thomas def Abrams-Galloway 6-3, 7-5; Webb-Hood def Smith-Rutledge 6-3, 6-3; Sutcliffe-Vaughan def Keith-Winter 6-4, 2-6, 7-5.

C.N.C. 8, VIRGINIA WESLEYAN 1
SINGLES — Jacobson (VW) def Baier 3-6, 6-4, 6-0; Shelton (CNC) def Walker 6-1, 6-1; Vazquez (CNC) def Kincannon 6-0, 6-2; Ireland (CNC) def Kuerdys 1-6, 6-3, 6-3; Lucas (CNC) def Paasch 6-1, 6-2; Mouring (CNC) def Cook 6-1, 6-1. DOUBLES — Shelton-Mouring def Jacobson-Kuerdys 6-2, 6-2; Ireland-Lucas def Paasch-Cook 6-3, 6-2.